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Executive Summary
Bay of Plenty Regional Council has applied for and received resource consent to remove and
treat contaminated sediment from within the Kopeopeo East Canal (the Canal) by a dryexcavation method. An alternative wet-dredging method is now proposed. A change of
resource consent will be sought.
This report primarily addresses the detailed conceptual flood-management and drainage
aspects of the project specific to the proposed change from dry-excavation to the wetdredging method.
The report describes a flood management system and presents a flood management plan
document, appropriate for the proposed wet-dredging method that, if adhered to, would
ensure that all flood and drainage related impacts are fully addressed to at least the same
degree as the dry excavation method already consented. A discussion of these impacts is
included in Section 16 on page 17.
One new flood/drainage related environmental impact has been identified specific to the
change to a wet dredging method. This relates to day-to-day drainage and flood-clearing of
several low lying gravity drained side-catchments. A method for fully avoiding this impact is
outlined in Section 15 on page 16.
Several of the existing consent conditions that deal with flood/drainage related matters could
be improved to better reflect the new method. These are outlined in Section 17 on page 18.
An updated draft Flood Management Plan is appended to this memo. To demonstrate that
the proposal can meet the requirements of the Resource Management Act it has been
necessary to include details that could potentially change once the dredging contractor has
been engaged. To this end I suggest that the flood management plan be considered “draft”
for the purposes of the resource consent application, with a final version produced for
approval post-consent but prior to work starting.
The draft flood management plan appended here is based on the Site Management
Principles and the Flood Management Principles (Sections 3 and 4). These principles
encompass the core avoidance and mitigation measures for all identified potential adverse
flood-related environmental impacts of the project. While the flood management plan is
submitted here as a draft document, these Principles can be considered final, and may be
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used to judge the efficacy and/or completeness of any future amended or alternative flood
management plan.
2

Wet-dredging method description
For the purposes of determining appropriate flood management and drainage systems during
the active phase of the restoration project the following notes describe the proposal.

3

•

The overall canal restoration site will be divided into about seven1 separate dredge
cells by way of sheet-pile weirs (or similar technique) to facilitate site management
and the progressive validation of cleaned areas. These cells will be implemented
progressively; their boundary weirs installed as work progresses, and will be removed
as progress allows. Cell boundary weir crest elevation will typically be 1.0m RL.
Note that some cell boundaries are also flood barrier control gates that have higher
crest elevations.

•

A barge-mounted dredge will operate within the Canal, starting in the western-most
cell and will work (generally) towards the east.

•

To facilitate the dredging, water levels in the actively dredged cell will be artificially
held at about high-tide level by way of weirs and replenishment pumping. A target
water level of 0.8 metres-above-Moturiki-Datum (mRL) is proposed. When dredge
work is underway the water level will be typically between 0.7 mRL and 0.9 mRL. A
reasonable working upper limit of 1.0mRL would be suitable for resource consent
conditions.

•

Dredged fluid (water and sediment mixture) will be pumped to one of the dewatering
plants, located within one of the three long-term containment/remediation sites
located alongside the Canal.

•

Treated effluent from the dewatering plant will either be returned to the Canal
adjacent to the dewatering plant location, piped back to the active cell to replenish
water levels there, or discharged to an adjacent drain or canal to relieve flood levels
in the Canal.

Site management principles for water and sediment:
1. Sediment from un-cleaned areas is stopped from moving into cleaned areas or off
site.
2. At all times water will be managed within the Canal to ensure that no potentially
contaminated water is allowed to flow into any cleaned area or to any location from
which it would flow off-site; without being effectively treated2.
3. All water discharge locations within the canal will be protected against bed/bank
erosion or other sediment disturbance. This includes: containment site dewatering
discharges; stormwater discharges from local catchments; farm drain discharges; cell
boundary weir overflows; and flood-barrier control gate discharges.

4

Flood management principles:

1
2

About seven but possibly as many as twelve.
Treated to the standard required to comply with consent conditions 67173 – 12.2, 12.3, and 12.4

2
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1. All new site works identified as required to adequately manage flooding and drainage
during each staged works period will be carried out prior to dredging commencing for
that stage.
2. A flood monitoring, flood warning system will be in place to provide maximum
preparation time prior to any required flood management activities.
3. 24 hour 7 day monitoring of weather forecasts, rain radar imagery, rain gauges, and
water level gauges will be carried out by the (fully trained and briefed) BOPRC Flood
Manager. Direct cell phone contact will be available at all times with the dredging site
manager and the BOPRC flood response staff.
4. Except as needed for dredging, water (including any floodwater from off-site areas)
will be diverted as much as practical away from the parts of the site where significant
risk of contamination exists.
Note: Diversion of several of the local side-catchments is not deemed practical and is
addressed below. Also, during over-design flood events (in excess of the 20 year
ARI event) it may be deemed necessary to provide flood storage within the
restoration site. Risk of contamination is considered to exist in any actively dredged
cells, any cells awaiting validation following dredging, and any cells yet to be dredged
that also have any heightened risk of sediment disturbance – such as from a new
weir.3
5. No discharge from the site of potentially contaminated water will occur. Where inflow
of floodwater has been allowed to enter the parts of the site where significant risk of
contamination exists, these floodwaters will be fully contained on the site for
treatment.
Note: These waters will be drained via the treatment system at one of the
containment sites, and treated to the consented standard: conditions 67173 - 12.3
and 12.4.
Note: Local stormwater or drainage inflows that are managed without entering either
an active cell or a cleaned cell that is awaiting validation; and that have not been
exposed to mixing with any water from either an active cell or a cleaned cell that is
awaiting validation; and that do not disturb any potentially contaminated sediment;
and that would not cause the resulting discharge to fail to comply with consent
conditions 67173 - 12.3 and 12.4 can be discharged to parts of the Canal or to other
canals from where they could enter the river directly.
6. If it is found necessary to receive flood inflows from the wider canal system, or if local
stormwater inflows threaten to cause high water levels, then the site will be fully
prepared: the dredge, barge and other site plant and machinery will be removed from
the canal waterway4.

3

This allows for careful discharging of clean floodwater to validated cells and to cells where dredging
has not yet started as long as works not have exacerbated the likelihood of contaminated sediment
disturbance. This activity is in line with the existing every-day situation where currently, stormwater
inflows to the canal are able to then flow off-site without treatment.
4
It is likely that the dredge-water pipeline will be located within the canal cross section to avoid
possible off-site contamination of land from a pipeline failure (for example). At most canal locations
there are opportunities for securing this pipeline either above flood level or safely within the margin of
the flooded section. Also note that the equipment necessary to continue flood-drawdown pumping to
the treatment plant will remain in the canal section.

3
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7. Any adverse effect of diverting or constraining the flow of floodwaters will be fully
mitigated by alternative arrangements and by increased capacity in adjacent canals
and drains and pumpstations.
5

Types of floods
It’s necessary to identify three main types of flooding and how they each can impact the site.
5.1

Type 1: Localised (thunderstorm) flooding of side catchments

Localised, short duration (about 1 hour) rainstorms can occur with little warning other than
typically low-confidence, generalised weather forecasts for “showers” or “thunderstorms”. It
is likely that most canal levels would be low at the time. The two potential impacts at the site
from this type of event are:
1. Significant inflow to an active cell and/or a cleaned cell awaiting validation, from
either or both of the urban pumped outfalls (shown on Figure 4 below).
2. Flooding of land adjacent to the site that has no other practical drainage pathway
than through the site (in the case of gravity drained land).
5.2

Type 2: High river levels coupled with moderate rainfall on the plains

With high river levels, the Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgate would be closed. Moderate-heavy rain
on the plains could then lead to high water levels in the lower Kopeopeo East Canal and
along the Orini Canal - leading to two issues for the restoration project:
1. Flooding in this situation would normally be relieved by the Kopeopeo Pumpstation.
Closing the channel between Orini Canal and the pumpstation would obstruct this
flood flow, potentially causing adverse effects on flood levels in the lower Orini Canal
catchments.
2. A flood barrier is needed to protect the active dredging area at its downstream extent
from back-flows that could travel up the lower Kopeopeo East Canal and flood the
works site.
5.3

Type 3: Widespread flooding within the plains drainage system

Widespread and persistent (24 hours minimum) heavy rain on the Rangitaiki Plains causes
widespread ponding of farm runoff in pumped catchments, and high flows and sometimes
flooding in gravity inflow areas. The canal system would be at high capacity, draining runoff
to either of the two rivers. Maximum practical water levels in the upper Kopeopeo East
Canal following recent upgrade works is 1.95 mRL. In the Kopeopeo West Canal water
levels can reach 1.75 mRL. This Type 3 flooding is also likely to be accompanied by Types 1
& 2 (above).
The map in Figure 1 below summarises normal Type 3 flood flow directions for the part of the
Rangitaiki – Whakatane floodplains that relate to this project. The main canals are labelled
along with their dominant flow direction. Inflows to these canals are colour coded.
Catchment areas for flows that would normally enter the western end of the works site at
SH30 are shown in red. Side catchments that contribute to flows entering the works site
directly along its length are shown in green. Catchments for adjacent waterways: Orini
Canal, Kopeopeo West Canal, Fortunes Road Drain, Reids Canal, are shown in Blue.

4
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Figure 1: Normal flood drainage directions (blue arrows). The red areas normally drain to the
Whakatane River via the western end of the works site. The green areas drain directly to the works
site with no practical alternative. Blue areas are catchments predominantly served by adjacent canals
and drains. [update to include the flow from Orini to the Kope pumpstation]

6

Canal diversions and temporary pumpstations
As detailed in earlier work and in the evidence statement of Bruce Crabbe to the hearings
committee, several of the adjacent waterways will be used to divert floodwaters away from
the works site. Figure 2 below indicates the general alternative flood-drainage lines that will
be used where practical during the restoration project. These components are unchanged
from the original consent proposal but some of the enabling works and the detailed
sequencing will change (described below). These activities are listed individually, along with
the necessary enabling works and sequencing in the updated flood management plan
(appended).

5
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Figure 2: Proposed temporary flood diversion pathways (red arrows). The two diversions shown from
within the works site at Wrights Drain and Kapua Drain are stage dependant.

7

Restoration work progress staging and dredge cell definitions
As described briefly above: To facilitate site management, to avoid particular environmental
effects, and to afford progressive validation of cleaned areas, the overall site will be divided
into about seven separate dredging cells. These will be contained within sheet pile (or
similar) barrier weirs built across the canal at selected locations.
It is intended that at any one time, only one cell will be “Active” i.e. with dredging under way.
For a time following its completion, the most recently active cell will be awaiting validation
(confirmation by laboratory testing that the cell has been adequately cleaned). Water flows
into and out of these two cells will be strictly controlled to enable the site management
principles for water and sediment (Section 3) and the flood management principles (Section
4) to be adhered with.
The actual number of cells, the final locations of the cell boundary weirs, and the sequencing
of their installation, will be confirmed in consultation with the dredging contractor. The likely
configuration of cells and boundary weirs is shown in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 on the
following pages, along with site chainages at each structure. This chainage convention is in
metres along the canal centreline from the eastern flood barrier control gate at the Orini
Canal confluence. A definition of stage numbering is shown in Table 1 on page 20.

8

Flood barrier control gates
To enable effective management of the range of potential flood types and magnitudes over
the changing stages of the project active control of floodwaters is necessary at five locations.
(as shown in the site maps on the following three pages):

6
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1. At the western-most end of the works site (site chainage 5135m).
2. At the first cell boundary downstream of the Wrights Drain culvert. This will be
installed immediately upstream of the Paroa Road bridge (site chainage 3988m).
3. Immediately west of the Mill Road urban stormwater pumpstation inflow (control gate
at site chainage 2163m).
4. At the first cell boundary upstream of the Kopeopeo Pumpstation side channel. This
is most likely to be immediately upstream of the Keepa Road bridge (control gate at
site chainage 1172m).
5. At the eastern-most end of the works site (chainage 0m). This control gate will likely
not be installed until just before dredging works progress downstream of the
proposed “Keepa Road” control gate. Until that time un-impeded tidal flow to the salt
marsh and full access of Orini Canal floodwaters to the Kopeopeo Pumpstation
dictate that these flows are not restricted un-duly (discussed in Section 12). This
flood barrier requires a low-level earth bund to be constructed on the right bank from
high ground out to the start of the sheet piling structure.
Analysis5 of over-design (20 year ARI) Type 3 flooding has determined that these control
structures should have capacity to pass up to 1.5m3/s (which includes a 1.5x margin).
Detailed design will be confirmed prior to construction but an appropriate solution is a
900mm diameter short steel culvert pipe welded into the sheet-pile weir with a standard flap
gate installed at both ends. Winch-and-pulley control would be installed to enable either flap
gate to be opened against a head of water. The invert of the pipe is to be no higher than 0.5
mRL. The sheet pile weir itself must be water-tight to 2.2m RL. For drainage purposes the
gates at Ch. 1172m and Ch.0m need the pipe invert to be at (negative) -0.5mRL.
The required size of the flap gate opening against a head of water indicates that a force of up
to around 13kN would be required to operate this type of gate in the design situation.
Detailed design is required for these structures.
The sediment disturbing potential of the flood barrier control gate at Ch. 1172 is important, to
enable adherence with Flood Management Principles 4 and 5 (Section 4). This gate location
has been selected to coincide with rock riprap protection at the Keepa Road bridge. Also, a
steel apron will be welded to the control gate to eliminate the usually erosive down-plunging
of discharge. Special cleaning of this area at the time of installing the control gate may be
warranted.

5

West, December 2015, BOPRC memorandum to Brendon Love, Kopeopeo East Canal Restoration
Project – Flood Management Plan – Supporting Hydrological Investigations, 20 December 2015
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Figure 3: Dredge cells, flood barriers, cell boundary weirs, inflow catchments, inflow drainage paths
and inflow culvert sizes for the upstream part of the works site (chainage 3800m to 5200m).

Figure 4: Dredge cells, flood barriers, cell boundary weirs, inflow catchments, inflow drainage paths
and inflow culvert sizes for the middle part of the works site (chainage 1600m to 3500m).

Figure 5: Dredge cells, flood barriers, cell boundary weirs, inflow catchments, inflow drainage paths
and inflow culvert sizes for downstream end of the works site (chainage 0m to 1900m).

9

Wrights Drain; Fortunes Road Canal and Pumpstation
Wrights Drain adjoins the Kopeopeo East Canal on the Right Bank at site chainage 4292m.
It represents a potential link to the Whakatane River via Fortunes Road Canal and
Pumpstation. As restoration work progresses, this drainage pathway would become
available for drainage and flood management purposes. The connection to Wrights Drain is
via a 900 mm diameter culvert; currently flood-gated to only allow flow from Wrights into the
Kopeopeo.
For the first several stages of dredging (until after the first cell has been validated) this culvert
must be closed to all flows. An inflatable blockage at the Wrights Drain end of the culvert is
recommended. The control valve (for inflating and deflating) must be located above flood
level.
The use of this link to the river will provide a degree of flood management flexibility once Cell
1 is validated (Stage 2B onward). This will be especially useful during the receding phase of
a flood when it would be otherwise difficult to drain the low lying farmland alongside Kope
Drain Road.
The other main benefit of the Wrights Drain link would be for day-to-day drainage. From
Stage 2B the Wrights Drain connecting culvert will be held partially open to allow drainage of
Cell 1 to Fortunes Road Drain Pumpstation.
A degree of active control is required at the connecting culvert to avoid over-taxing the
Furtunes Road system. This could be achieved by way of a commonly-used winch-andpulley system attached to the existing floodgate. A new stanchion frame, pulley-assembly,
cable, and suitable vehicle access point above flood level is required. This floodgate will be
opened against considerable force of water (around 13kN). Detailed design of the control
hardware and the available winch capacity is required.
To enhance the effectiveness of this drainage path and to mitigate any adverse effects of 1)
closing one of the drainage paths from Wrights Drain (to Kopeopeo Canal), and 2) the
conveyance of (clean) floodwaters from the works site to Whakatane River via Wrights Drain,
it is proposed to install mobile additional pumping capacity at the Fortunes Road
Pumpstation.

10 Kapua Drain
The upper Kapua Drain is connected to the Kopeopeo East Canal via a 900mm diameter
concrete culvert at site chainage 3095m near the Shaw Road intersection. The culvert is
currently flood-gated to only flow from Kapua into Kopeopeo under passive control. Kapua
Drain is identified in consent conditions6 as a flood relief channel once dredging/validation
has progressed downstream of the next cell barrier (at site chainage 2163m – Stage 4B).
For stages 2A to 4A, this culvert must be closed to all flows. An inflatable blockage at the
Kapua Drain end of the culvert is recommended. The control valve (for inflating and
deflating) must be located above flood level.
Similar to Wrights Drain discussed above, a degree of active control is required at the
connecting culvert. This could be achieved by way of a commonly-used winch-and-pulley
system attached to the existing floodgate.
This floodgate will be opened against
considerable force of water (around 13kN). Detailed design of the control hardware and the
6

Consent 67173; condition 7.1; BKC evidence at 7.10
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available winch capacity is recommended. The existing (concrete) stanchion frame may be
able to serve but should be checked.
To make this drainage pathway more effective and to mitigate any adverse effects of 1)
closing one of the drainage paths from the Kapua Drain, and 2) the conveyance of (clean)
floodwaters from the works site to Orini Canal via the Kapua Drain, it is proposed to install
mobile pumping capacity at the Orini Canal end of Kapua Drain to augment its drainage
performance.
11 Western Drain Diversion
It is proposed to actively divert the full flow of the upper Western Drain to Reids Canal via the
Western Drain Diversion during the onset to any large flood. This will reduce flood inflows to
the lower Western Drain and the Kopeopeo West Canal, enabling more of the upper
Kopeopeo East Canal floodwater to be conveyed westwards.
Enabling-works include increasing the height of the embankment over the choke culvert, and
removing the (earthwork) obstruction in the diversion channel. Details are provided in the
supporting memo5.
12 Orini Canal flood discharge, Saltmarsh flows, and the Kopeopeo Pumpstation
The Orini Canal’s primary flood discharge is via the Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgate to the
Whakatane River; however a secondary discharge – important during times of high river
levels – is via the lower Kopeopeo East Canal to the Kopeopeo Pumpstation. To reduce the
likelihood of any adverse effects on flood levels in the lower Orini Canal it would be beneficial
to retain flood conveyance capacity along this drainage pathway for as long as practical.
For this reason it is proposed to delay the installation of the easternmost flood barrier control
gate until stage 4B (see Table 1) in preparation for when dredging is due to start on Cell 5
(chainage 954 to 1172m). Another benefit of this construction sequence is that the saltmarsh (chainage 0m to 585m) will experience impeded tidal fluctuations for as short a period
as possible. Once constructed the flood barrier gate will be held open (with fine weather
outlook) to allow some salt-marsh tidal fluctuation until the start of Stage 7A.
To mitigate the (limited duration of) loss of pumping of Orini Canal floodwaters at Kopeopeo
Pumpstation it is proposed to install mobile pumps at the Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates.
13 Inflows from pumped side catchments – Mill Road and Gateway Drive Pumpstations
The maps on pages 9, 10, and 11 above also show in detail the farm drainage and urban
stormwater catchments that discharge directly to the works site. There are two urban
stormwater pumpstations: at Mill Road and at Gateway Drive. These are operated by the
Whakatane District Council (WDC), normally with automatic on-off switching. These are fully
monitored from WDC offices using a SCADA system.
The higher ground level elevations within these two pumped catchments and the floodgates
on the pump discharge outlets both mean that day-to-day drainage and flood response
performance within these catchments will remain un-affected by the proposed works.
However these pump outlets to the Canal could impact the restoration project in the following
ways:
13.1

Unexpected pumping

14
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The works could be detrimentally impacted if one of these flood pumps automatically
switched on unexpectedly at a time when dredging was occurring close to the outlet location.
In my discussions with Glenn Cooper, Three Waters Engineer at WDC we have determined
that for the period when dredging is underway in close proximity to each outlet (say within 20
metres) that the pump will be switched to Manual Control and operated under close (cell
phone) liaison between the dredging contractor and the key WDC staff. It is understood that
this will only be attempted on a fine weather outlook. From inspection of pumping data it was
noted that following a week of dry weather the pumps typically operate only once every four
days to draw down accumulated seepage water.
From inspection of the discharge locations it is considered that unless dredging is underway
within about 20 metres of the pump outlet no sediment disturbance would be expected from
normal operation of these flood pumps in response to a local rainstorm – a cloud-burst for
example that wouldn’t otherwise cause a canal flood. Such localised rainstorms are common
during the construction season and are difficult to predict.
13.2

Type 1 flooding:

In the early stages of the dredging work, (Stages 1 to 3B) before the receiving cell becomes
actively dredged, stormwater from these two pumped catchments can (with care7) be allowed
to enter the Canal and be drained to the east without special management. No changes will
have occurred at the inflow location or further downstream that would cause sediment to be
disturbed by these flows, or the canal to perform differently from the existing situation prior to
works beginning (see flood management principle 5 in Section 4).
Once dredging has begun in the receiving cell (Stage 4A) the site management principles
dictate that all (potentially contaminated) stormwater from these pumped catchments is
retained on site to be treated prior to eventual release. In the first instance the proposed
control gates at each end of Cell 4 will be closed once rain starts; dredging will cease. The
dredging pump will continue to pump Canal water to the treatment plant to draw down the
cell8. If more storage is required, an adjacent cell will be used – preferably the next
downstream – by operating the appropriate control gates.
To give context to this method. The 20 year ARI, 24 hour duration rainstorm onto both of
these catchments would generate approximately 38,000m3 of runoff (Rational C=0.7).
Conservatively assessed available storage in Cell 4 including adverse antecedent conditions
is 55,000m3. Further flood-handling volume would also be represented by the on-going
treatment plant throughput of 30,000 m3/day.
To avoid any re-distribution of sediment within Cell 4 that could potentially result from a Type
1 flood, it is proposed to closely follow the dredging front with a floating cross-canal filter
curtain for the entire duration of Stage 4 (4A and 4B). During Type 1 flooding in Cell 4 this
curtain, and the water each side of it will be monitored closely to note any movement of
turbid water. The normal cell validation process undertaken once dredging is complete in
Cell 4 will confirm this aspect of the proposal.
14 Farm drainage pump at 4626m

7

Monitoring of this discharge is recommended.
During dredging, the treatment plant would normally return the water to the active cell. During a
flood response however it will usually be necessary to discharge this cleaned water to alternative
drainage pathways. Each treatment plant site will be provided with a ready-to-go alternative discharge
location. Note that: discharge of water from the treatment plant to any area outside of the (active)
works site requires prior notification of Te Runanga o Ngati Awa and the Chief Executive of the
Whakatane District Council (consent condition 67173-12.7).

8
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There is also a farm drainage pump on the canal Right Bank at site chainage 4626m. It is
proposed to manage this inflow in much the same way as the larger urban WDC
pumpstations: manual switching control when dredging nearby; otherwise automated
switching but full containment of any floodwater or drainage discharge to within the cell
(Cell1). Excess water is to be treated via the treatment plant. Once Cell 1 has been
validated this inflow will be drained via Wrights Drain.
Managed in this way, this catchment will not be adversely affected by the proposed wet
dredging method.
15 Inflows from gravity-drained side catchments
There are 7 gravity-fed inflow culverts9 to the site from farm drains and one from an urban
catchment near the Mill Road intersection. These are shown, along with their catchment
area in the maps on pages 9, 10, and 11. To avoid uncontrolled flood inflows to any active
cell, and to safeguard against back-flows from the Canal, it is proposed to block each of
these culverts with a proprietary inflatable device. This is only required for the period that
each particular culvert discharges to an active cell or one awaiting validation after being
cleaned. The majority of the affected catchments drain to Cell 1 and after validation of this
cell they will be able to drain in a normal fashion via the Wrights Drain culvert (held partially
open) as described in Section 9 above.
Much of the catchment area served by these culverts is below the active cell dredging water
level (0.8mRL). To achieve day-to-day drainage it is proposed to install a pump line through
an orifice in each inflatable culvert blocking device. Each pump line can either be served by
its own submersible pump unit (preferred) or served by a portable pump that would travel
around each of the several culverts on a daily cycle. It is important that both the electrical
line and the inflation valve are accessible above flood level; and that the pump screen is
accessible at the landward end of the culvert (as shown in the sketch). The pump discharge
will be via the existing floodgate and apron; alternatively (mobile pump option) to the Canal at
mid-channel surface level (floating boom) to avoid any sediment disturbance.
Without intervention, flood drainage for these areas could become compromised by the
culvert blocking configuration described above and also by the high canal water levels
required to store floodwaters for treatment during Type 3 flooding. Flood response for these
catchments would follow an escalating procedure:
1. For minor rainstorms the day-to-day drainage method described above will be
sufficient, or can be augmented by mobilising more generators or (compatible)
portable pumps. Priority should be given to the urban catchment near Mill
Road/SH30 intersection. Canal water levels can be drawn down (if necessary to
avoid overtopping the low level active cell boundary weirs) using the dredge pump to
the treatment plant. To control canal water levels, each treatment plant site will be
provided with a ready-to-go alternative discharge location that does not return to the
active cell11.
2. For large Type 1 floods it may be necessary to bring in additional mobile flood pumps
(tractor-mounted for example) to drain the farmland. Priority should be given to the
urban catchment near Mill Road/SH30 intersection.

9

Not counting Wrights Drain and Kapua Drain which are addressed in other sections.
Discharge of water from the treatment plant to any area outside of the (active) works site requires
prior notification of Te Runanga o Ngati Awa and the Chief Executive of the Whakatane District
Council (consent condition 67173-12.7).

11
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Because this floodwater will be uncontaminated, these mobile pumps should
discharge to alternative drainage pathways where possible – for example the
“greenhouse block” on Paroa Road (outlet on Right Banks at RB-4182m) can be
pumped directly to Wrights Drain, and the culvert at chainage RB-3312 near the
Shaw Road intersection can be pumped to either side of the nearby cell boundary
weir (Ch. 3305).
Floodwaters that do enter the active cell will be held in the active cell if possible (treatement
plant operating at full capacity). If more storage is required, an adjacent cell will be used –
preferably the next downstream – by operating the appropriate control gates.
Managed in this way, these catchments will not be adversely affected by the proposal.
16 Discussion of environmental impacts related to drainage and flooding
16.1

New impacts from the proposed change

Only one new environmental impact has been identified arising from the proposed change
from the dry excavation method to the wet dredging method. The preferred depth of water
required in the active dredging zone of the Canal causes it to exceed the normal drainage
horizon for several low-lying side-catchment areas – potentially impacting them adversely.
This potential impact is fully addressed in Section 15 through a temporarily installed pumping
system.
16.2

Impacts previously identified

The way that the proposed change would affect the previously identified environmental
impacts is discussed below:
1. Potential impacts to drainage performance and flood clearing performance from
closing the restoration site part of the Canal to flows from the upper Kopeopeo East
Canal i.e. closing the primary drainage path from this area; and to flows from the Orini
Canal i.e. closing a supplementary drainage path from this area. The methods for
avoiding and/or mitigating these impacts are essentially unchanged from those for the
consented dry-excavation method as detailed in the Statement of Evidence of Bruce
Crabbe to the Hearings Committee (final version 2 December 2013).
These
methods include enhanced storage and conveyance of floodwaters via the Kopeopeo
West Canal from supplementary culverts, stopbank top-ups, and temporary flood
pumps. Also included is flood conveyance via Wrights Drain and Kapua Drain during
the later stages of the project; and the provision for supplementary pumping at the
Kopeopeo-Orini floodgate site. The provision for a comprehensive flood management
plan is also a key method for ensuring the avoidance of these impacts.
The newly proposed wet-dredging method would not reduce the effectiveness of
these methods. The potential impacts would remain fully avoided or mitigated.
The new method would eliminate the need for site vehicle crossings to be installed
(the major bunds) and therefore affords improved flood control structures – with
follow-on improvements to flood-handling performance.
2. Potential impacts from off-site release of contaminated sediment. Although some of
the details of methods for containing all contaminated sediment to the site, and
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treating all site-water prior to discharge would change due to the change to a wetdredging approach, the outcome is the same and the effectiveness of the methods is
not reduced. The potential effect is managed by comprehensively avoiding any
release of untreated contaminated water or sediment.
The proposed changes are:
•

Water treatment would be by dewatering-filter-bags instead of by settling
ponds;

•

Transport of material would be by pump and pipeline rather than by truck;

•

Inflows from side-catchments: instead of pumping these around or over the
site to avoid the active dry excavation/validation zone (when the zone moves
to their normal discharge location); it is proposed to receive these inflows into
the wet dredging/validation zone but fully contain this water and pump it for
discharge via the treatment plant.

•

An improved configuration for the flood barrier control gates (previously “Major
Bunds”) will enable active control of flood waters – eliminating the (already
extremely low) risk of uncontrolled inundation of the site.

3. Potential impact of inundation of the containment sites. The consented method for
avoiding this impact is to construct an earth bund surrounding each containment cell
to above flood level. This would be essentially unchanged and the method would
remain fully effective although the bund crest level at Containment Site 3 will need to
be increased due to a proposed change in the use of the site boundary flood barrier
at the Orini Canal confluence.
17 Implications for existing consent conditions
The following consent conditions (existing consent 67173) would require reviewing to bring
them into line with the proposed change in dredging method.
Condition 12.7:
This condition is not technically unworkable for the new method
however I think that it should be changed to better reflect the applicant’s intent. This
condition limits discharge from the “Water Treatment Pond” to be only discharged to the
remediation zone unless this is not practical. An essential part of the new method’s flood
management plan is to use an off-site discharge from the treatment plant to draw-down flood
levels in the Canal. Under the change, this activity would become much more routine than is
implied by consent condition 12.7’s “not practical”. The requirement for notifying Ngati Awa
and WDC is inappropriate in the context of the change – it implies that such a discharge
should be a rare occurrence.
Condition 23.1:
This requires that the “containment sites do not result in stormwater
discharges that are greater than the pre-development stormwater discharge during a 24 hour
2% AEP rainfall event”. This is appropriate for the containment sites once the remediation
works are complete and the sites are covered and vegetated. It is not practically achievable
during the works period. I suggest appending the following to the end of the condition text:
“...once remediation works are complete and the containment sites are covered and
vegetated”.
Condition 7.1 b), c):
These two sub-clauses require identification of the critical
duration storm event for various phases of works. This condition assumes that flood analysis
and systems design used the Critical-Duration approach. The critical duration approach is
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useful for simple stormwater and flood control systems, however due to the complexity of the
Kopeopeo drainage network the alternative, more rigorous Nested-Storm approach was
used. The concept of critical duration holds much less meaning in the context of such a
multi-faceted network of combined hydrological features. It is possible to achieve the
requirements of this condition but to do so would over-complicate the flood management
plan, possibly leading to confusion by its users. This condition would be improved if all
references to “critical duration” were removed.
Also the sub-clause c) would be improved by a change to: “A description of the procedures
and actions to be employed for flood events of defined magnitude and durations...”
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18 Flood Management Plan
This Flood Management Plan is intended to fulfil the requirements of Condition 7.1 of
Resource Consent 67173 in the context of the proposed change to a wet-dredging method.
Its purpose is to detail the methods and actions required to manage water levels within the
Kopeopeo Canal and wider Rangitaiki Plains drainage scheme to maintain the design level of
flood protection for the drainage scheme while avoiding the potential for contaminant release
from the works site.
19

Persons/positions defined
This Flood Management Plan requires that at all times a delegated BOPRC staff member or
contractor is nominated to fill each of three defined roles:
1. The BOPRC Flood Manager.
management plan.

Ultimately responsible for carrying out this flood

2. The BOPRC Project Engineer. Engineer to the contract. Responsible for managing
the relationship between the dredging contractor and the flood manager.
3. Dredging Site Manager.
contractor.

Site-Manager/operational-contact for the dredging

These roles will most likely be shift-based or operate on a duty roster that is, at all times,
known to each of the other two parties.
20

Stages of dredging
The likely sequence of cell operations is laid out in Table 1 below. The implications for
drainage and flood management at various key stages of the project are noted below and
[will be] shown on the schematic staged drainage and flood management system maps
([example] in Figure 6).
Table 1: Key for stage naming

Stage Name

Cell being dredged

Cell awaiting validation

1

1

None

2A

2

1

2B

2

None

3A

3

2

3B

3

None

4A

4

3

4B

4

None

5A

5

4

5B

5

None

6A

6

5

6B

6

None

7A

7

6

7B

7

None

Figure 6: (Example of) Staged drainage and flood management system map for works at Stage 1 showing the status of all significant features within and nearby the
works site. [about 5 of these maps are required to show the system set-up for the range of stages. This one still needs notes for Cell 1, Kapua Drain, and a few other
features]
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Preparation Phase (General – prior to any dredging work)
1. Canal water level staff gauges:
a. Install a new staff gauge immediately west of the SH30 Bridge (Kope Drain
Road) control gate/weir location clearly showing 1.95m RL (the (upgraded) spill
level in the upper Kopeopeo East Canal).
b. Clearly mark the existing staff gauge at Powdrell Road with 1.95m RL level.
c. Mark the existing staff gauge on west side of the Kopeopeo Control Gate site with
RL 1.75m RL to indicate the upgraded spill level in the Kopeopeo West Canal.
d. Install a new staff gauge in the Kopeopeo West Canal immediately upstream of
the Kopeopeo West Floodgates and mark clearly with 1.75m RL.
e. Install a telemetered water level recorder at Powdrell Road Bridge over the
Kopeopeo East Canal and establish a web-based monitoring site to provide
continuous water level information and automated alarm warnings when Canal
water levels rise above normal (see trigger levels below).
f.

Maintain both of the staff gauges at the Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates and ensure
that they read in metres RL Moturiki.

g. Maintain the staff gauge in Eastern Drain at McLeans Road bridge.
2. Clean/desilt Kopeopeo Control Gate culvert and ensure that it is held wide open for
the duration of the project.
3. Install two temporary ‘container culverts’ at the Kopeopeo Control Gate site (inverts at
(negative) -0.50m RL).
4. Clean/desilt all culverts on Wrights Drain, Fortunes Road Drain, and Kapua Drain.
5. Finalise detailed design of all Flood Barrier Control Gates individually.
6. Fit opening/closing devices on Wrights Drain-to-Kopeopeo East floodgated culvert (at
site chainage RB-4192m), and at the Kapua-to-Kopeopeo East floodgated culvert
(LB-3095m). See Sections 8 and 10 above.
7. Mobile pumping and pump hire:
a. Update hire supply contact details and prearrange rapid delivery options for
duration of Project.
b. Establish a schedule (“Level 1 Pumping”) for the deployment of mobile pumps:
Establish the required number of mobile pump units at Kopeopeo West
floodgates, Fortunes Road pump station, Kapua Drain and Kope-Orini
Floodgates sites. Prepare these pumps and allocate them individually. Check
their compatibility with each site. Ensure pump maintenance is up to date.
Hold on stand-by in secure depot sites nearby (probably at Ngaio Place
Edgecumbe). Establish pump deployment priorities and include in this
schedule.
c. Establish mobile pumping station platforms and other enabling works at
Kopeopeo West Floodgates, Fortunes Road Drain pump station, Kapua Drain
outlet to Orini Canal, and the Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates sites.
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d. Ensure site suitability for mobile pump deployment for the side catchments
addressed in Section 15 above. Allocate these pumps individually, hold them
on stand-by and include in the Level 1 Pumping Schedule.
e. Be prepared to bring in additional mobile pump units to respond to pumping
needs as they arise. Determine required capacity and appropriate deployment
triggers. Allocate type and ensure availability. Establish a schedule of these
pumps: “Level 2 Pumping” that includes their deployment, source, and
estimated delivery times. Prepare site platforms and any other enabling works
for these pumps appropriate for each pump type.
8. Set up mechanism to divert full flow of Western Drain along the SH2 diversion to
Reid’s Canal to minimise flow into Kopeopeo West if required. Upgrade the
embankment crest elevation over the choke culvert and clear the channel
obstructions identified.
9. Construct the raised section of Whakatāne River stopbank in the vicinity of
Containment Site Three (refer section 9.8 of Bruce Crabbe’s statement of evidence
2013 12 02).
10. Clean/desilt all side-catchment culverts (gravity and pumped) leading to the works
site and service all floodgates. Detailed in Sections 13, 14, and 15 above.
11. Establish erosion protection devices or surfaces – e.g. riprap; fabric skirts; concrete
or steel aprons – at all discharge locations into the dredging zone including at weirs
and flood barriers as appropriate.
12. Consult with landowners/Whakatane District Council/Business operators:
a. In pumped catchments leading to the upper Kopeopeo East Canal and
Kopeopeo West Canal: regarding the possibility of requiring short term shutdown of pump stations if the Canal reaches capacity.
b. In the Gateway Drive and Mill Road areas: to explain flood management
plans.
c. In the gravity outlet areas on Kopeopeo Drain Road; State Highway 30/Shaw
Road area; and on Keepa Road: to explain contingency measures to keep
drainage outlets operating.
13. Establish up-to-date contact details necessary to provide early flood warnings and to
execute pump shut downs if required. Use BOPRC’s automated flood warning
message system to provide warnings and advice to affected landowners. Load
updated landowner/stakeholder contact details into the automated messaging
system.
14. Carry out detailed site specific briefing/training for the Bay of Plenty Regional Council
Flood Managers. Provide all necessary resource material (including this Flood
Management Plan) and establish the relevant contacts between the Flood
Management team, the BOPRC project team, and the Dredging Contractor.
15. Ensure the contract documents have clear flood management responsibilities and 24
hour 7 day emergency contact details for the remediation contractor. Ensure there is
clear demarcation of BOPRC versus contractor responsibilities for managing aspects
flood events.
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16. Establish primary and alternative discharge locations for treated effluent from each
treatment plant location. Primary discharge is to return to the work site (preferably to
the active cell) for replenishment of dredge water. Alternative discharge is to be
either to a free-draining part of the Canal or off site from where it can drain to one of
the rivers without causing flood impact elsewhere.
17. Prepare staged drainage and flood management system maps (Example in Figure 6)
that include all stage-dependent information about all structures and systems for
drainage and flood management12. Check that these maps are in-keeping with the
text in this Flood Management Plan and that they enable compliance with the Flood
Management Principles in Section 4.
18. Establish a schedule of all inspections and monitoring [inspections will be carried out
by the contractor? – to confirm] – including stage-dependent actions and flood
dependent actions. For example:

22

•

Carry out daily inspections of all flapgates, control gates, and inflatable culvert
blockages serving the active dredge cell; for leakage or defect. Monitor daily the
pressure in the inflatable culvert blockages and maintain above the established
minimum operating pressure.

•

Inspect and maintain daily, the drain levels in any side catchment served by
mobile drainage pumping (listed in Table 4, notes in Section 15).

•

Inspect all installed flood management and drainage plant and equipment at least
weekly. Test-run all installed pumps and inspect all floodgates and cell boundary
weirs for leakage or defect.

•

During flood monitoring and flood response phases, increase the inspection rate
from daily to 6 or 3 hourly for all flood-containing structures and flood-sensitive
systems (e.g. second bullet above).

Preparation Phase – Staged
The following actions are to be carried out preparatory to specific dredging stages. These
are generally for flood protection works or control measures for which the need/purpose
changes as works progress. These will be illustrated in the staged drainage and flood
management system maps example in Figure 6 on page 21.
19. Install (and remove) flood barrier control gates to cover the period shown in Table 2

below. Control gate conceptual details are in Section 8 above.
Table 2: Staging of flood barrier control gate installation.

Control Gate Location
At SH30/Kope Drain Road
Ch. 5135m

12

Period installed
(inclusive)
Stages 1 to 7B

Efficient scale of these maps does not include Kope Control Gate, Kope West Floodgate, or
Western Drain Diversion sites – but management of these features is not stage-dependent and is
adequately described elsewhere.
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At Paroa Road Bridge
Ch. 3988m

Stages 1 to 4A

At Mill Road Pumpstation Outfall
Ch. 2163m

Stages 3A to 5A

At Keepa Road Bridge
Ch. 1172m

Stages 1 to 7B

At Orini Canal Confluence
Ch. 0m

Stages 5A to 7B

20. Install (and remove) cell boundary weirs to cover the period shown in Table 3 below.
Low-level cell boundary weir conceptual details are in Section 2 above.
Table 3: Staging of cell boundary weir installation

Cell boundary weir location

Period installed
(inclusive)

Near SH30/Shaw Road
Ch. 3305m

2A to 4A

Downstream of the Kopeopeo
Pump side channel.
Ch. 954m

5A to 7A

Upstream end of the saltmarsh
Ch. 585m

6A to 7B

21. Install (and remove) inflatable culvert blocking devices and pump hardware, staged
as shown in Table 4 below. Notes for installation of inflatable blocking devices are in
Section 15. Establish the minimum operating pressure for each inflatable device as
per manufacturer’s guidelines (for daily inspection and replenishment).
Table 4: Staging of installation/removal of gravity-culvert blocking devices and pump hardware

Culvert size and location

Period installed
(inclusive)

950mm (check) dia pipe
Ch. LB-4809m

1 to 2A

300mm dia pipe
Ch. RB-4809

1 to 2A

400mm dia pipe
Ch. RB-4638m

1 to 2A

600mm dia pipe
Ch. LB-4411m

1 to 2A
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380mm dia pipe
Ch. 4182m

1 to 2A

600mm dia pipe
Ch.RB-3312

2A to 3A

750mm dia pipe
Ch. RB-2735m

3A to 4A

750mm dia pipe
Ch. LB-500m

7A to 7B

22. From Stage 2B onwards, partially open the Wrights Drain control gate to allow everyday drainage of Cell 1 to Fortunes Road pumpstation. Maintain ability to control
outflow in a flood event.
23. For Stages 4A and 4B, establish close 24hr communications with WDC pumpstation
control staff re the Gateway Drive and Mill Road urban pumpstations control.
Additional cooperation is required with WDC staff in preparation to working within
20m of either of the urban stormwater pump outfalls.
24. Establish erosion protection devices or surfaces – e.g. riprap; fabric skirts; concrete
or steel aprons – as appropriate, at any new discharge locations that are established
in stages as above.
25. Update/maintain the schedule of inspections and monitoring requirements as
appropriate for the pending/current stage.
26. Install staff gauges on both sides of any new cell boundary weirs and flood barrier
control gates – ensure they are conveniently visible from the nearest road if possible.
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Weather monitoring phase
The following actions will be carried out during the period that the dredging work is
underway, when no adverse weather or flooding is actually occurring at the site.
1. The BOPRC Flood Manager and support staff will continue to monitor weather
forecasts from NZ MetService, including web-published weather maps, atmospheric
forecast modelling predicted rainfall data. Weather radar imagery, telemetered rain
gauges, and telemetered water level gauges (including upper Kope East Canal at
Powdrell Road) will also be monitored.
2. Rainfall alarms are already in place for most telemetered rain gauges in the BOPRC
network. The existing alarm protocols (Flood Manager’s pager and the backup Data
Services Manager pager) will be continued.
3. Daily scheduled communications will occur between the BOPRC Flood Manager, the
BOPRC Project Engineer, and the Dredging Site Manager with regards to the
weather forecast and any emerging weather-related planning. The BOPRC Project
Engineer will keep a record of weather related decisions made in these
communications.
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4. During this (weather monitoring) phase, decisions will be made about the necessary
resources to manage the forecast weather. Consideration will be made in advance
with regard to staffing and stand-by requirements over night, weekends, or during any
extended stoppages. These decisions will be communicated between each of the
three parties in writing.
5. Dredging within 20m of either of the urban stormwater pumpstation outfalls must only
be carried out on an extended fine weather outlook and with cooperation with WDC
staff.
The stormwater pumps will be turned off by WDC staff, and close
communication with the nominated WDC staff member is required during this
operation, regarding weather monitoring and pump control.
6. Detailed shift-change briefings will be held at the start and end of every shift for each
of the three stated flood management roles (Flood Manager, Project Engineer, and
Site Manager). The status of any flood-relevant material (forecasts, preparations,
actions, staffing etc.) will be communicated to the incoming shift.
7. Carry out sub-daily, daily, and weekly structure inspections as required by the
Inspections and Monitoring Schedule.
24

Flood monitoring phase
The following monitoring and preparation actions will be carried out in response to rain and
rising canal levels.
1. Ensure the remediation contractor is notified of the rainfall event and rising Canal
water levels, and ensure the contractual flood management requirements are being
followed i.e. :
a. Monitor Canal levels and turbidity in the active cell and any dredged nonvalidated cell.
b. Prepare to stop dredging in the Canal;
c. Prepare to anchor the barge securely and remove all un-necessary plant from
the floodable channel;
d. Continue to pump to the treatment plant to maintain water levels in the active
cell between 0.7m and 0.9m RL – maintain full dredge-pump capacity for this
purpose;
e. Prepare treatment plant flocculation system to manage maximised rate of
treatment.
f.

Adhere to treatment plant discharge monitoring consent conditions.

g. Carry out effluent quality testing, preparatory to diverting treated effluent.
h. Prepare to divert treatment plant discharge to its alternative (flood drainage)
pathway;
i.

Prepare for deployment of floating filter curtains.

j.

Carry out all scheduled inspections and monitoring (note increased inspection
frequency for some items).
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2. Monitor water levels and conditions in these locations – continuous monitoring by a
BOPRC staff member in a 4WD truck (or more as required):
a. Eastern Drain at the McLean Road Bridge staff gauge and at about 900 and
1400m south of Kope Canal confluence (Powdrell Road Bridge);
b. Upper Kopeopeo Canal at the SH30 staff gauge and Powdrell Road staff
gauge;
c. Kopeopeo West Canal at the Kopeopeo Control Gate (western) staff gauge.
d. Kopeopeo West Canal at the Kopeopeo West Floodgate staff gauge.
e. Western Drain and along Kopeopeo West Canal.
f.

Orini Canal at Keepa Road bridge or at the Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates.

g. Kapua Drain at its outlet to Orini Canal and at Shaw Road.
h. Eastern Drain between McLeans Road and Powdrell Road.
i.

Monitor conditions at the temporary alternative drainage arrangements for the
small areas alongside the work sites – see the Staged drainage and flood
management system map for the current stage (example in Figure 6).

j.

Monitor water levels in the gravity drained urban catchment near Mill Road
intersection (carpark of DPS Transport Ltd).

3. Monitor the web-based telemetered canal level site at Kopeopeo Canal at Powdrell
Road Bridge.
4. Monitor the Kopeopeo Control Gate site. Ensure that all culverts are open and flow
into the Kopeopeo West Canal is occurring without any obstructions.
5. Monitor the Kopeopeo West Floodgate site. Ensure that all culverts are clear and flow
is occurring without any obstructions (other than tide).
6. If significant flow is occurring in Western Drain get prepared to divert full flow to
Reid’s Central Canal.
7. Depending on the stage of works (2B to 7B inclusive) check that the Wright’s Drain
outlet floodgate is able to be activated to allow controlled flow of floodwater from Cell
1 to Fortunes Road pump station site. From Stage 2B onwards, the default setting of
this control gate is “partially open” to allow day-to-day drainage at Kope Drain Road.
In this case, monitor water levels in Fortunes Road Drain at Fortunes Road and at
Fortunes Road pumpstation to inform decisions about closing this control gate if
flooding is occurring there.
8. Depending on the stage of works (4B to 7B inclusive) check that the Kapua Drain
outlet floodgate is able to be activated to allow controlled flow of floodwater from Cell
3 to Kapua Drain.
9. Monitor Orini Canal levels. Depending on the stage of works (1 to 4B inclusive) the
Kopeopeo Flood pump can be activated to control floodwaters as no works will have
occurred in that area. For stages 5A to 7B mobile pumping may be required at the
Kope-Orini floodgate outlet into Whakatāne River.
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10. Close the Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates – these are sometimes held open for
ecological and weed-control reasons.
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Flood response phase
In response to Type 1 (localised) flooding in the canal or in local catchments that drain to the
works site:
1. In response to flooding of local gravity-drained side catchments:
a. Continue with drainage pump rounds (see Section 15); monitor conditions in
these catchments.
b. Prioritise the urban gravity catchment at Mill Road as per Level 1 Pumping
Schedule. Deploy this mobile pump as a priority.
c. Using discretion, increase pumping capacity as required to keep paddocks
largely clear of water, up to the full deployment described for these side
catchments in the Level 1 Pumping Schedule.
2. In response to flooding within the active cell and any dredged non-validated cell. This
can be caused by pumped inflows from local side catchments – most likely to occur in
Cell 4, but is also possible in Cell 1 and Cell 3. In very large Type 3 floods it can also
be caused by inflows from one of the control gates (see Flood Response Action 13):
a. Immediately stop dredging if within 20m of any side-catchment inflow point.
b. Check that the flood barrier gates serving the active cell, and any dredged
non-validated cell, are fully closed.
c. (With discretion) deploy floating filter curtains to protect dredged areas from
re-contamination.
d. Monitor water levels and turbidity in the active cell; continue to dredge if less
than 1.0m RL and turbidity remains low, continue to pump to treatment plant
but divert effluent13 as necessary to maintain active cell levels between 0.7
and 0.9m RL.
e. If active cell WL > 1.0m RL or if canal water becomes turbid, stop dredging but
continue to pump at full capacity to the treatment plant and discharge effluent
to the alterative outfall location to draw down the cell water level.
f.

If water levels in either of these cells approaches 1.5m RL and continues to
rise, prepare to release floodwater to the most appropriate adjacent flood
barrier-contained cell.

g. Release floodwaters via careful control to the selected adjacent cell,
minimised as necessary to maintain floodwaters in the primary cell below
1.9m RL. Deploy floating filter curtains as required to minimise sediment
movements into cleaned areas.
h. Clean-up: continue to pump floodwaters to the treatment plant and divert offsite until Canal levels return to normal.
13

Note preparatory requirements to diverting this effluent: effluent quality testing; notification of Ngati
Awa and BOPRC CE or delegate.
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3. In response to (clean) flooding within cleaned cells:
Maximise direct drainage of floodwaters via the (work-stage dependent) drainage
pathway identified in the Drainage and Flood Management Systems Maps. With
discretion, deploy mobile pumps as per the Level 1 Pumping Schedule, and control
downstream flooding as necessary with either or both of the Wrights Drain, or Kapua
Drain controlled culvert floodgates.
4. In response to (clean) flooding of cells awaiting cleaning:
This is likely to occur in Cell 4 during early stages of the project.
Subject to turbidity monitoring, maximise direct discharge downstream via the Keepa
Road flood barrier control gate or the Orini Confluence flood barrier control gate (if
installed – stage dependent). If Canal discharge becomes turbid, then close the
downstream control gate to contain the floodwaters. Arrange for discharge via the
treatment plant.
In response to Type 2 flooding – isolated flooding in the Orini Canal system typically caused
by high river levels and moderate local rain – the following actions in addition to those listed
for Type 1 flooding above:
5. For work stages 1 thru 4B inclusive, ensure that the Kopeopeo pumpstation is fully
operational and that there are no obstructions in the lower Kope East Canal impacting
on its performance.
6. Check that the Keepa Road flood barrier control gate is closed to all upstream flows.
For stages 5A thru 7B check that the Orini Confluence flood barrier is also closed.
For stages prior to 5A, and if the cell boundary weirs at 585m and 954m have not yet
been installed, if the Orini Confluence flood barrier has been installed, hold it open to
allow floodwaters to reach the Kopeopeo pumpstation.
7. For stages 5A thru 7B inclusive and including the late stages of stage 4B – when the
flood barrier control gate at the Orini confluence, and cell boundary weirs at Ch. 585m
and Ch. 954m will be under construction:
a. Using discretion, taking into account river levels and the rain forecast, deploy
Level 1 mobile pumps at the Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates once Orini Canal
levels rise through 1.0m RL.
b. Once the Level 1 pumps are fully operational at Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates,
and if Orini Canal levels continue to rise above 1.3m RL, and if more rain is
forecast, arrange for delivery and deployment of additional mobile pumping at
the Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates as per the Level 2 Pumping Schedule.
8. Check flood levels in the Kapua Drain catchment at Shaw Road and at Ferguson
Road. Using discretion, deploy Kapua Drain mobile pumps as per the Level 1
Pumping Schedule if significant on-farm ponding is occurring.
In response to Type 3 flooding the following actions:
Type 3 flooding is characterised by widespread flooding on the Rangitaiki Plains caused by
sustained heavy rain, but also possibly also from a river-bank or canal-bank
breach/overtopping. The key impact for the works site relates to high water levels in the
upper Kopeopeo East Canal and its catchment.
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This type of flooding is often exacerbated by high river levels; and usually includes flooding
Types 1 and 2 (above).
The key flood management objective in the following actions is to safely manage floodwaters
that arrive at the upstream end of the site at SH30. While Type 3 flooding would also require
management of floodwaters at the downstream end of the site, and in local side catchments,
these actions have already been adequately addressed under Type 1 and Type 2 flooding –
and are therefore not repeated here. These actions are to be read in conjunction with Flood
Response Phase actions 1 thru 8 above.
9. If rainfall is expected (by combination of weather forecast, rain-gauges, and/or
weather radar imagery) to exceed either 100mm in any 24 hours; or 150mm in any 48
hour period; or if levels at either of the upper Kope East Canal staff gauges have
exceeded 1.0m RL and are rising, then: (with discretion14) deploy all mobile pump
units in the Level 1 Pumping Schedule in their scheduled priority order.
Note that Level 1 mobile pumping at Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates is only required from
work stage (late) 4B thru 7B (see flood response action number 7 above).
Notify suppliers of Level 2 mobile pumps of likely request for additional pumping
capability.
Arrange fuel contractor to continuously refuel mobile pump units.
10. If levels at either of the Kopeopeo West Canal staff gauges rises through 1.0m RL,
consider diverting Western Drain at SH2, especially if water levels downstream of the
Kope Control Gate appear to be slowing gate outflows.
If levels at either of the Kopeopeo West Canal staff gauges rises through 1.4m RL
then fully divert the Western Drain to Reids Canal at SH2.
Begin monitoring the Western Drain diversion channel for flooding or erosion (add to
continuous monitoring locations list under Flood Monitoring Phase action number 2).
11. Closely monitor the water level in Kopeopeo West Canal, and control to less than
1.70m RL at the Kopeopeo Control Gate western staff gauge by reducing flows (if
necessary) from Kopeopeo East Canal at the Kopeopeo Control Gate culvert and its
two supplementary ‘container’ culverts.
Begin regular inspections of the Kopeopeo West Canal stopbanks for any low-spots
or spilling. Maximise discharge at the Kopeopeo Control Gate while keeping levels in
Kopeopeo West Canal below the observed safe level (1.70m RL at the Control Gate
staff gauge is the best desk-top estimate). This will be tide dependent – regular
monitoring and updating will be required.
12. If levels at either of the upper Kope East Canal staff gauges exceed 1.60m RL begin
inflow-flood-pump shut-down starting with the areas north of the canal that are also
served by the Orini. Apply judgement regarding selection of pumps and duration of
shut-down to share the drainage load to all areas as canal capacity allows.

14

As with all flood response actions listed in this plan, discretion is to be applied with regard to the
degree of flooding that has occurred and with regard to any anticipated further rain. For example,
ordering and deploying large mobile pumping units from outside the district because a canal level has
reached its scheduled trigger level is poor use of discretion if the rain has stopped, and very little onfarm ponding is apparent.
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With discretion with regard to weather forecasts and on-farm ponding levels, arrange
for delivery and deployment of mobile pumps in the Level 2 Pumping Schedule.
13. If levels at either of the upper Kope East Canal staff gauges continue to rise above
1.70m RL despite full inflow-flood-pump shutdown, prepare to begin controlled
release of water into Cell 1 via the Site flood barrier control gate (Ch. 5135m) as
required to keep upstream Canal levels to less than 1.9m RL.
Begin regular inspections along the upper Kope East Canal and lower Eastern Drain
for any low-spots or spilling.
Minimise discharge into Cell 1 while keeping levels in upper Kopeopeo East Canal
below the observed safe level (1.90m RL at the Powdrell Road staff gauge is the best
estimate). Take into account the tide, and any trends in the Eastern Drain water level
at McLeans Road bridge to anticipate any increases of inflow to the upper Kopeopeo
East Canal.
Increase inspection frequency (Inspections and Monitoring Schedule - see
Preparation Phase Action 18) for all items involved with confining water to Cell 1 (and
other cells if/as they become utilised for flood storage) to every 3 hours.
(Again) with discretion with regard to weather forecasts and on-farm ponding levels,
arrange for delivery and deployment of mobile pumps in the Level 2 Pumping
Schedule.
Shut down any pumps in Flood Response Phase Action 1c that would otherwise
exacerbate flood levels in a part of the Canal being used for flood storage.
Further actions associated with controlled spilling into Cell 1 are dependent on stage
of works:
a. If at Stage 1 or Stage 2A (Cell 1 is not yet validated) then contain floodwaters
in Cell 1. Ensure that both the flood barrier control gate at Paroa Road bridge
(Ch. 3988m) and Wrights Drain controlled culvert floodgate (Ch. RB-4192m)
are fully closed.
Continue to pump to the treatment plant at full capacity. Divert return water to
its alternative drainage location in the upper Kope East Canal.
Deploy floating filter curtains as necessary to avoid re-contaminating any
previously cleaned areas of Cell 1.
If levels in Cell 1 rise above 1.7m RL and flood levels in upper Kope East
Canal and in Eastern Drain at McLeans Road staff gauge are not abating,
then begin controlled release of water to Cell 2 at the Paroa Road flood barrier
control gate (Ch. 3988m), as required to keep Cell 1 levels less than 1.8m.
Cell 2 is not fully partitioned from Cells 3 and 4 – these will fill also. Ensure
that all drainage pathways from Cells 2, 3, and 4 are fully closed (flood barrier
control gate at 1172; Kapua Drain culvert at LB-3095m).
Increase the discharge into Cell 2 to lower water levels in Cell 1 to 1.6m RL if
upper Kope East Canal staff gauges exceed the safe level (provisionally 1.9m
RL). This will increase the discharge potential at the highway control gate
(Ch. 5135m).
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Increase inspection frequency for all items confining water in Cells 1 thru 4 to
every 3 hours.
Flood diversion and storage by the above measures will provide protection
during Stage 1 and Stage 2A for all but the most extreme natural events.
Allow Cells 1, 2, 3, and 4 to fill to 1.9m RL (more or less depending on
observed safe canal capacities) and then close the upstream control gate.
Spilling (of uncontaminated water) will then likely occur to farmland along
either side of the upper Kopeopeo East Canal or Eastern Drain. Mobilise all
available pumps to drain those areas (re-allocate Level 2 pumps as they
become available).
b. If at Stage 2B to 4A (Cell 1 is clean and validated, but at least one of Cells 2
or 3 are active or not yet validated):
Ensure that the flood barrier control gates at Paroa Road bridge (Ch. 3988m);
at Keepa Road bridge (Ch. 1172m); and near Mill Road (if installed; Ch.
2163m) are fully closed.
Begin controlled release floodwater to Wrights Drain via the controlled culvert
floodgate at Ch. RB-4192m. Monitor flood levels in Wrights Drain and
Fortunes Road Drain at Fortunes Road and at the pumpstation. Manage the
discharge to Wrights Drain to maximise conveyance to the river without undue flooding in these areas.
Ensure that all (mobile and permanent) floodpumps at Fortunes Pumpstation
are operating at full capacity. Check all culverts along Wrights Drain and
lower Fortunes Drain to ensure no obstructions to flow are occurring.
If levels in Cell 1 rise above 1.7m RL and flood levels in upper Kope East
Canal and in Eastern Drain at McLeans Road staff gauge are not abating,
then begin controlled release of water to Cell 2 at the Paroa Road control gate
(Ch. 3988m), as required to keep Cell 1 levels less than 1.8m. Cell 2 is not
fully partitioned from Cell 3 (or Cell 4 during Stage 2B) – these will fill also.
Ensure that all drainage pathways (control gates and culvert blockages) from
these cells are fully closed.
Contain all floodwaters that enter these potentially contaminated Cells 2, 3, or
4. Do not allow back-flow to Cell 1 (monitor and control flows at the control
gate at Paroa Road bridge).
Increase the discharge into Cell 2 to lower water levels in Cell 1 to 1.6m RL if
upper Kope East Canal staff gauges exceed the safe level (provisionally 1.9m
RL). This will increase the discharge potential at the highway control gate
(Ch. 5135m).
Deploy floating filter curtains as necessary to avoid re-contaminating any
previously cleaned areas of Cells 2 or 3.
Increase inspection frequency for all items confining water in Cells 1 thru 4 to
every 3 hours.
Flood diversion and storage by the above measures will provide protection
during Stages 2B thru 4A for all but the most extreme natural events. Allow
Cells 1, 2, 3 to fill to 1.9m RL (more or less depending on observed safe canal
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capacities) and then reduce the flow at the upstream control gate to match the
discharge to Wrights Drain (i.e. hold Canal levels at 1.9m RL. Spilling (of
uncontaminated water) could occur onto farmland along either side of the
upper Kopeopeo East Canal or Eastern Drain. Mobilise all available pumps to
drain those areas (re-allocate Level 2, then Level 1 pumps as they become
available).
c. If at Stage 4B to 7B – Cells 1 thru 3 are clean and validated, but at least one
of Cells 4, 5, 6, and 7 are active or not yet validated. The flood barrier at
Paroa Road will have been removed.
Ensure that the flood barrier control gates near Mill Road (Ch. 2163m); at
Keepa Road bridge (Ch. 1172m); and at the Orini Canal confluence (If
installed; Ch. 0m) and are fully closed.
Begin controlled release floodwater to Wrights Drain via the controlled culvert
floodgate at Ch. RB-4192m. Monitor flood levels in Wrights Drain and
Fortunes Road Drain at Fortunes Road and at the pumpstation. Manage the
discharge to Wrights Drain to maximise conveyance to the river without undue flooding in these areas.
Begin controlled release floodwater to Kapua Drain via the controlled culvert
floodgate at Ch. LB-3095m. Monitor flood levels in Kapua Drain and Orini
Canal. Manage the discharge to Kapua Drain to maximise conveyance to the
river without un-due flooding in these areas.
Ensure that all (mobile and permanent) floodpumps at Fortunes Pumpstation,
at the northern end of Kapua Drain, and at Kopeopeo-Orini Floodgates are
operating at full capacity. Check all culverts and bridges along Wrights Drain,
Kapua Drain, lower Fortunes Drain, and lower Orini Canal to ensure no
obstructions to flow are occurring.
Cells 1 thru 3 are not partitioned during these stages. If levels in these cells
rise above 1.7m RL and flood levels in upper Kope East Canal and in Eastern
Drain at McLeans Road staff gauge are not abating, then begin controlled
release of water to Cell 4 via the Mill Road control gate (Ch. 2163m), as
required to keep Cell 1/2/3 levels less than 1.8m. Ensure that all drainage
pathways from Cell 4 are fully closed (flood barrier control gate at 1172m).
If at Stage 4B, contain all floodwaters that enter Cell 4 as it is still
contaminated. Do not allow back-flow from Cell 4 (monitor flows at the control
gate near Mill Road). Deploy floating filter curtains as necessary to avoid recontaminating any previously cleaned areas of Cell 4.
Increase inspection frequency for all items confining water in Cells 1 thru 4 to
every 3 hours.
If at Stage 5A thru 7B then further storage is available in Cells 5, 6, and 7. It
is extremely unlikely that this storage will be required, however it can be
utilised in the same way as that in Cell 4 immediately above.
Flood diversion and storage by the above measures will provide protection
during Stages 4B thru 7B for all but the most extreme natural events. If
required, allow the site cells to fill to 1.9m RL (more or less depending on
observed safe canal capacities) and then reduce the flow at the upstream
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control gate to match the discharges to Wrights Drain and Kapua Drain.
Spilling (of uncontaminated water) could occur onto farmland along either side
of the upper Kopeopeo East Canal or Eastern Drain. Mobilise all available
pumps to drain those areas (re-allocate Level 2 pumps as they become
available).
14. Stored floodwaters from Flood Response Phase Action 13, that have been in contact
with potentially contaminated sediment or floodwaters must be contained on site and
only released via one of the treatment plants.
15. Flows in excess of the capacity described above are well beyond the normal capacity
of the Kope Orini system. Spilling will likely occur on either or both banks of Eastern
Drain and the upper Kopeopeo East Canal. Continue to optimise drainage following
normal procedures. Progressively restart the shut-down in-feeding flood pumps once
the Canal water level starts to recede and a safe level of freeboard is re-established.
Monitor Canal water levels in conjunction with tide cycle to optimise pumping into the
Canal. Re-allocate mobile pumping units as practical to augment discharge from the
upper Kopeopeo East Canal and to drain ponded areas on farmland.

